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the Jet-Stream Platform



by professionals - for professionals

About Jet-Stream
With a streaming history dating back to 1994, and founded in 2003, Jet-Stream is a leading, innovative company with expertise in 
streaming media and CDN. We pioneer and develop innovative solutions to scale and professionalise radio and video streaming. 

It is our daily drive to reduce costs and to reduce headaches and to improve the performance and availability of your content. 
We want our passion to reflect in our products and services. 

Jet-Stream is an independent, privately owned company, without investors.  
The company has been profitable since the start. 

We won many awards including Fast50 for fastest growing tech company, Best Delivery Network, Streaming Media Dream Team 
and many others. Streaming is in our DNA. 

We Deliver.

About our customers
Hundreds professional broadcasters, publishers, enterprises, brands and events in Europe rely on the Jet-Stream Platform to 
deliver billions of on-demand and live streams to viewers across the world. They setup their custom workflows on the Jet-Stream 
Platform and integrate encoders, origins, portals and platforms through our advanced APIs. They rely on Jet-Stream for their 
strategic streaming operation.

“We shopped high and low for a new streaming partner for SmartRadio, our radio-as-a-ser-
vice solution. You guys are a HUGE step up in terms of tech, speedy service and reliability!”
- Edward Hotchkin - Broadcast Partners



1994: We invented streaming
On November 4 1994, we produced the very first live webcast in the world, as far as we 

know. We sparked live streaming, 25 years ago. Since then, we were on a mission: 
we are here to professionalise and scale the web for streaming media. 

Documentary: Ready Set Rock ‘n Roll
This award-winning documentary by Alex Pitstra and Koen de Koning goes back to 1994 
and tells a tale about rock music, the digital tidal wave, some young guys with a modem 

and a crazy idea to live stream a concert on the world wide web:

Watch the film on 25yearsstreaming.com

http://25yearsstreaming.com


Live streaming

Unlimited live streams
Setup and manage a virtually unlimited number of 24/7 tv-channels, radio channels, webcams and event webcasts. Whether you 
need 1 live channel or hundreds, the Jet-Stream platform lets you manage your complex live streaming workflow in one easy 
interface. Setup live RTMP, RTSP encoders, icecast encoders, push your streams through webdav, or pull HTTP streams from your 
encoders and origins. 

Realtime transmuxing
Your single or multiple bitrate RTSP and RTMP origin streams are automatically transmuxed in realtime to adaptive HLS and DASH 
streams to the audience, so your live streams are available on any device. The transmuxing service is fully integrated and included 
for free with every Jet-Stream account. 



Secure your live streams
Switch on instant locking for individual HLS and DASH streams to prevent deep-linking: using our advanced tokens you can decide 
who can and who cannot watch your streams on which portals, under which conditions: such as login, or payment. You decide, we 
enforce. We protect your streams down to the media segments.

In addition you can also instantly geo fence individual live streams to enable playback in specific countries and regions only. 

Always up, always performing
We fully support redundant live encoding to redundant locations in our network. If for some reason, one of your encoders cannot be 
reached, we instantly switch to the alternative path: mid-stream, so viewers are never affected. We monitor all servers for availa-
bility and performance in realtime. In the rare event of a degraded cache, it is instantly taken out of the active pool. Our advanced 
algorithms load balance each individual live stream request to the most optimal cache. We call this broadcast-grade streaming: 
we go beyond traditional DNS-based CDNs.

for professionals

Enormous capacity
Every live stream is monitored for popularity. 
Our load balancing algorithms automatically 
scale up popular live streams geographically 
on three tiers in our platform: 
regular, popular and viral. 

We can stack the capacity of multiple CDNs 
on top of our own capacity so you can reach 
millions of concurrent viewers across the 
globe.



VOD

Unlimited assets
Upload your entire audio and video library to Jet-Stream origin servers, for media streaming and for media downloads such as vod 
streams, podcasts, audio tracks, poster images, subtitles and ad XML files. We automatically replicate your content over a pool of 
redundant locations. For each replicated object we do integrity checksums.

Secure your titles
Switch on instant locking for individual assets to prevent deep-linking: using our advanced tokens you can decide who can and who 
cannot watch your content on which portals, under which conditions: such as login, or payment. You decide, we enforce. We protect 
your streams down to the media segments. In addition you can also instantly geo fence individual live streams to enable playback 
in specific countries.



intelligent origins

Realtime transmuxing
Your single and multiple bitrate H.264 - AAC MP4 audio and video files are automatically transmuxed in realtime to adaptive HLS 
and DASH streams, so your live streams are available on any device. The transmuxing service is fully integrated and included for 
free with every Jet-Stream account. 

Unlimited performance and capacity
Your media is stored on ultra HD high performance origin servers, guaranteeing the best performance for ten thousands of parralel 
long-tail titles. Viewers and listeners are never sent to cold caches to ensure that everyone gets the best performance. Our load 
balancing algorithms automatically scale up popular media geographically on three tiers in our platform: regular, popular and viral. 
Popular media is served from RAM servers, serving out your content from memory: it’s screaming fast. For viral content, we can 
stack the capacity of multiple CDNs on top of our own capacity so you can reach millions of concurrent viewers across the globe.

Metadata management
Enter titles, descpriptions, keywords and the author. The 
title and description are automatically displayed in the 
Jet-Stream Player.

The metadata keywords are used for the Jet-Stream Player 
recommendation engine: seduce your viewers to keep 
listening or watching more of your media.

You can live search on meta data in the assets and live 
streams overviews.



Intelligent origins

Content analysis
Every image, audio file and video file is automatically analysed for technical metadata, including bit rates, screen sizes and object 
size. This helps us create HTTP adaptive bit rate streams. 

Logical object intelligence
Multiple bit rates and poster images of the same file are automatically recognized. All physical related files are presented as one 
logical asset, so it is much easier for you to manage your titles, such as meta data, locking, geo fencing, deletion and overriding the 
popularity load balancing algorithm.



Go viral
Regular, popular, viral
The popularity of each asset and live stream is monitored 
permanently. Our load balancing algorithms automatical-
ly scale up popular media geographically on three tiers in 
our platform: regular, popular and viral. 

Manual Turbo Boost
The algorithm needs 1 minute of measurement to 
calculate the popularity level. If you can’t wait, you can 
override it.

For each stream and asset, you can temporarily turbo 
boost its popularity level.

This level of CDN performance control is unique in our 
industry. Broadcast Grade.

Hot caches, RAM serving, MultiCDN
Regular content is always served from hot caches, never from cold caches, to guarantee the highest performance. Popular media 
is served from RAM servers, serving out your content from memory: it’s screaming fast. For viral content, we stack the capacity of 
multiple CDNs on top of our own capacity so you can reach millions of concurrent viewers across the globe.

Intelligent load balancing algorithm
We can set popularity thresholds, timeout thresholds and we can enforce all your VOD or live streams to always be sent to higher 
levels in the platform. By default, the algorithm takes care of everything. Your content is served from the most optimal layer to 
guarantee performance and to manage costs. 



privacy - ultra fast - pro features - unlimited

“We needed to be GDPR compliant. As a bonus we got a faster player and we 
saved thousands per month by switching to Jet-Stream Player”

Privacy Player Free



The best all-round HTML5 player
Privacy Player is a modern, ultra light and user friendly HTML5 video player that offers your audience a 
universal media experience, regardless whether they watch your media in their browsers, on tablets or 
on their smart phones. Copy/paste the iframe in your website and you are ready to go.

Awesome streaming features
Live streaming, vod streaming, dynamic adaptive bit rate streaming, progressive downloads, subtitles, 
poster images, scroll thumbs, multi-language , Chromecast, Airplay, Picture in Picture: it’s all there. 
Privacy Player is the best allround video player on the market. 

No trackers
Did you know that most video players out there contain trackers? They leak data. 
Jet-Stream Privacy Player does not do any tracking, it respects the privacy of your viewers.

Free with unlimited views
Privacy invasion should never become an earnings model. To prioritize privacy, Jet-Stream bundles 
Privacy Player for free with every account, without play count limitations.

Save publishing costs
Within a month after introduction, all Jet-Stream customers switched over to the Privacy Player. You
immediately save on expensive video player licenses by using the Jet-Stream Platform, and you get 
a faster full featured player that respects the privacy of your audience.

Don’t Pay to Play



Privacy Player Pro
Custom branding, monetization and player interaction API

Privacy Player Pro
Privacy Player Pro is a high end professional HTML5 video player. It is included for free with Broadcaster 
accounts and is available with an unlimited number of views. Privacy Player Pro offers the same 
features as Privacy Player Free and adds advertisement, a recommendation engine, 4K, 8K & 360 VR 
surround video, dynamic branding and interactivity.



share your creativity, not your data

Contextual Advertising
Monetize your media in a privacy friendly way. Privacy Player Pro is the first commercially available 
videoplayer in the industry to introduce contextual advertisement. Share context metadata to advertisers 
and pre-roll their ads without exposing your viewers’ personal profile data. Advertisers will still be able to 
target specific audiences. Contextual advertising the future of video advertising. 

Dynamic Branding
Privacy Player Pro lets you fully customize and integrate media in your portals for web and mobile. 
Use custom colors, change fonts and create your own buttons to offer your audience a seamless brand 
experience across your websites and portals. You can change the appearance of the player in real-time, 
while playing.

Interaction API
Control the player from your website. Read out the timing of videos and change the context of your 
website accordingly: display slides, change colors, insert subtitling and overlay graphics. Use a 
transcript to search for spoken words in the video and do a realtime search on social media hashtags, 
and overlay these social posts on the video. Endless creative options.



Transcoding

The easiest way to get high quality transcodes
Jet-Stream Transcoding is a powerful and integrated service. Simply upload your MP4 assets to pre-configured transcoding pro-
files. Your content will automatically be converted into multiple qualities, for HTTP adaptive bit rate streaming, or for progressive 
downloads. Jobs will appear as in process and will report in detail transcoding time, profiles and costs. We tuned the transcoding 
settings for maximum quality, performance and compliancy on all popular devices. Transcoding is charged per minute use at 
competitive rates.

You are in control
Create custom transcoding profiles. Create audio tracks for podcasts. Choose to delete your uncompressed source, or to use your 
own upload as the highest quality bit rate, and we will automatically add the transcoded bit rates and create a logical multi bit rate 
object. Choose whether the media should be made available as streams, or as (progressive) downloads. Are you in a hurry? Use 
the priority queue.



Recording
Record your live streams
Jet-Stream Recording is integrated in our service. Manually record live streams, or schedule recording jobs. 
Record every hour of your tv and radio channels, and record your live events. Recording is charged per minute at competitive rates.

Multi bit rate adaptive VOD streams  
We automatically record all bit rates of your live streams. Recordings are automatically uploaded to your streaming or download 
root on our high performance origins as single or multi bit rate adaptive MP4 assets, which can immediately played out as HLS or 
DASH VOD streams, or you can download the recorded media for further editing.  

Multi bit rate adaptive VOD streams  
Recordings are automatically uploaded to your streaming or download root on our high performance 
origins as single or multi bit rate adaptive MP4 assets, which can immediately played out as HLS or DASH VOD streams, 
or you can download the recorded media for further editing.  



Statistics

Realtime statistics
One dashboard to see what’s happening: how many listeners and viewers, how much traffic, which tracks, podcasts, VODs and 
which live streams are popular? You also get great realtime usage statistics, per asset and live-stream. Our statistics are genera-
ted by our load balancers: no trackers required, GDPR compliant and 100% accurate.



Analytics
Historical, accurate reports
Jet-Stream Analytics lets you generate detailed reports on video usage and trends. Get reports on most popular media, historical 
trends, geo usage, viewers, devices and software. You can use any media player because we don’t rely on statistics and analytics 
from trackers: our data is access logs based. Our analytics are therefore 100% accurate. The service is GDPR compliant to protect 
the privacy of your viewers and your data. Jet-Stream Analytics is integrated and bundled for free with every Jet-Stream account.



Security

Security by design
The Jet-Stream Platform offers security on many levels. Our platform is protected against DDOS attacks. All services are actively 
monitored against break-in attempts. We only serve out content through HTTPS. Our security mechanisms are used and audited by 
very demanding customers. 
We are transparent to encrypted (DRM) content: upload encrypted content to our origins, or add your own origins with encrypted 
content to our platform. 

Enforced anti-deep-linking
The Jet-Stream Platform uses an advanced token based system to prevent anyone from accessing your content beyond our control. 
Our servers don’t accept requests for media, streams, manifests and segments, unless the request goes through our load balan-
cing platform. 

Manage subscribers, manage paid content: we enforce access 
By default, all your content is available to the world. To control who can access your content, you can instantly lock every individual 
object and stream, in real-time. Each account comes with a private key. With this key you can create a unique session token for 
each viewer. You decide who can and who cannot watch your content on which portals, under which conditions: such as login, or 
payment. 
You decide, we enforce. 



Geo fencing
Limit access to specific regions
Did you license content for specific regions? Geo fencing 
is a standard service of the Jet-Stream Plaform. Simply 
click on the globe and select one or multiple regions. 

All continents are configured as presets, and you can 
create custom geo fences and add and remove countries 
from geo groups.

Geo fencing is realtime. By default we block all known 
VPN services.



Your origins

Integrate your own origins
Jet-Stream provides intelligent and high performance origins, deeply integrated with the services.  
But what if you already have your own origins? What if you built a specific origin workflow that doesn’t need to change? But you do 
need a high performance CDN or MultiCDN solution to deliver your content at scale, with the highest performance and uptime, at 
competitive rates?

You manage the content, we manage the viewers 
Origins can be all HTTP based web servers, cloud services, encoders, streaming farms and even 3rd party CDNs. Simply add your 
(redundant) origin URLs to the Jet-Stream Platform and we will load balance all your live, VOD and media download traffic over 
our high performance pool of servers and MultiCDN vendors using our unique active load balancing and high performance caching 
platform. 

Origin shield
The Jet-Stream Platform acts as a caching shield to protect your origins from being hammered by CDN edge requests. 
This means that you can downsize your media farm and downsize current traffic plans.



Use case examples 
1. Serve out regular content using your existing media delivery platform and use the Jet-Stream Platform to temporarily overflow 

peaks to. Simply change the URL of popular media from your platform to the Jet-Stream Platform.  

2. Keep your existing content transcoding, encoding, transmuxing and DRM workflow in-house, and use the Jet-Stream Platform 
to deliver all the traffic using the intelligent active load balancing platform over its tiers of high performance caches and 
MultiCDN platform at competitive rates.  

3. Start with a remote origin setup to quickly migrate your service to Jet-Stream and gradually migrate your content to 
4. Jet-Stream’s integrated origins, and gradually phase out the remote origins to cut operational costs.

your media
One step setup
Remote origins greatly simplify your workflow and drama-
tically reduce your costs. You can setup a virtually unlimi-
ted number of origins. We support full redundancy and 
automatic failover.

All this powerful technology is fully integrated in each 
Jet-Stream account and can be setup in just a few clicks, 
without any DNS, C-naming or technical expertise required.

Simply enter an origin name, the origin URL, the optional 
redundant origin URL and a virtual hostname and within a 
few seconds, we can serve out all your content.



Maximum flexibility
The Jet-Stream Platform was designed for professional event, radio, television and vod streaming. We are not your ordinary CDN. 
We provide the easiest interface in the industry and a full featured, modern streaming stack of technologies. And for bulk and 
smart automation, we provide powerful tools, built for professionals.

The flexibilty of Jet-Stream is that you can use specific features and integrate your own tools wherever you want, without the hassle 
of developing and operating a complex system. 

For instance, you can use our Media Player, and you can also use your own player. You can use and customise our transcoding 
service, and you can also use your own transcoding. You can use our intelligent origin servers, and also your own origins. Et cetera. 

We offer the best of two worlds: you are not locked into one specific workflow, and you also don’t need to build, integrate and main-
tain everything yourself. The Jet-Stream Platform saves time, money and headaches: the tools and flexibility to support complex 
workflows combined with the ease of use of modern software services. We saved our customers thousands and thousands of euros 
in development, implementation and operational costs.

Built by professionals, for professionals
To really tap into all the flexibility at scale, the Jet-Stream Platform provides powerful workflow automation tools, who were deve-
loped together with the most demanding customers in broadcasting, telecoms and publishing. The Jet-Stream team put their 25 
years streaming experience in offering you all this. 

Users and rights
Create user accounts with limited rights to allow internal divisions and external suppliers to upload content, setup live streams, 
access statistics, manage the account and control your account through APIs. By creating and managing these accounts, you can 
integrate multiple workflows in one account.

Workflow automation



Developers

Bulk ingest
Upload assets through secure FTP and WebDav for bulk transcoding and bulk upload processing. 
Our drop boxes automatically analyse and process your media. 

Feeds
Subscribe your portals and back-end services to our XML feeds and get instant updates on new assets, their metadata, live 
streams, errors and traffic usage. This helps you build a workflow chain between several third parties and check for unauthorised 
access, deeplink attempts, and unavailable content. Our feeds are a secure and easy way to read out information without having to 
develop with the API.

API
The Jet-Stream Platform API lets you fully control your account. Everything you can do in the web interface, can be done through 
the API, and much more. Read out statuses, metadata, assets lists, live streams and URLs. Create and manage users, live streams, 
remote origins, geo fences. Create secure tokens to prevent deep-linking, override the popularity load balancing algorithm, sche-
dule recordings, watch the status of transcode jobs: it’s all there. Whether you want to manage a specific asset, or perform bulk 
actions such as locking and geo fencing, developers will find our very well documented API full of controls. 



Airflow

Next generation Multi CDN
Easiest workflow  |  Intelligent  |  Highest performance  |  Highest uptime  |  Lowest TCO

Next generation MultiCDN  |  +100 MultiCDN customers  |  Award winning platform

100% uptime  |  100% performance  |  50% TCO reduction  |  100% satisfaction 

Request the Airflow Brochure from whitepaper@jet-stream.com

mailto:whitepaper%40jet-stream.com%20?subject=Airflow%20Multi%20CDN%20brochure


Airflow technologies
Airflow is an integrated suite of advanced, future-proof Multi CDN technologies, 
invented, developed and operated by Jet-Stream.

Integrated CDNs
Airflow is deeply integrated with these world-class CDNs: 
Akamai, Lumen, Cloudfront, Jet-Stream, Leaseweb, Stackpath & Verizon.

Flight Tracker
Monitors global and regional streaming performance of all CDNs. 
The network that doesn’t require you to implement trackers. 

JetAi algorithm
Intelligent Multi CDN optimizer that guarantees delivery, 
performance and the lowest delivery costs.

Air Traffic Control
The enforced Multi CDN load balancer that enables true 100% 
content availability: Broadcast Grade streaming.

Ground Control
Use your own performance monitors and business logic.
This is Multi CDN on steroids.

Cockpit
One platform to rule all CDNs. One platform to automate your 
streaming workflow. Unified GUI and API, deeply integrated with all CDNs. 
Slash operational workflow costs. Slash Multi CDN costs. 

Afterburner
Multi CDN log processing & analytics for 100% accurate analytics. 
Gain deep insights in media usage, geographies and your audience.

Stealth Shield
The Multi CDN origin shield that protects your servers. 
Includes Thundering Herd live stream protection.

Intelligent Origins
Content aware media origins for transmuxing, recording and transcoding.
Manage assets and live streams, manage adaptive bit rate streaming. 

Build Your Own CDN
Mix edges, clouds and CDNs. 
Build Hybrid CDNs and private on-premises CDNs.

Privacy Player
Publish your media anywhere. 
Don’t pay to play.

Privacy Player Pro
Monetization, branding and interactivity. 
Share your creativity, not your data.



Core technology
Tuned streaming engines
Jet-Stream streaming is powered by highly tuned and optimised streaming services for RTMP and RTSP ingest and playout, Icecast 
ingest and playout, and HLS and DASH transmuxing and playout. Over the many years we’ve added many features to improve 
the robustness of these engines, so you can use a wide variety of encoders and we can support a wide variety of clients. We are 
committed to comply to all the important streaming standards and protocols, and to provide the highest uptime and performance of 
your streams.

Heavily optimised caching engines
By default, caches are optimised to serve web sites. Jet-Stream caches are tuned for streaming. We implemented many smart 
caching features. One such feature is the Thundering-Herd protection system: if many viewers request the same video chunk on a 
cold cache, we cache the requests, fetch the object and fork it off to all the viewers. This dramatically improves the caching efficien-
cy and prevents origin overloading. It’s stuff that regular CDNs tend to forget  because streaming is not their core business.

High performance hardware
Virtually all streaming platforms and CDNs typically serve your content from virtualised servers. It’s cheaper to operate. However, 
virtualisation comes at a price: it reduces performance and stability. The entire Jet-Stream platform is based upon physical iron: 
high performance servers with ultra fast storage and RAM-based serving. 

Redundant by design
The Jet-Stream Platform is deployed on multiple locations, with redundant networking and redundant power supply. The core 
platform is four times redundant. All storage is redundant by design. All services and servers are permanently monitored. Our 
active load balancing service instantly takes affected services out of its active pool, so users are guaranteed sent to a working and 
optimal performing node.

Dedicated servers for you
We can add dedicated live intake servers, origins and edges to your account. This way you can have your own set of dedicated 
resources in a hybrid mix of shared, dedicated and MultiCDN resources.



Three tiers: hot caches, RAM serving, MultiCDN
The popularity of each title and stream is monitored permanently by our active load balancers. Regular content is served from hot 
caches, never from cold caches, to guarantee the highest performance, even for impopular content. Popular media is served from 
RAM servers, serving out your content from memory: it’s screaming fast. For viral content, we stack the capacity of multiple CDNs 
on top of our own capacity so you can reach millions of concurrent viewers across the globe.

Integrated Multi CDN
Third party CDNs such as Akamai, Centurylink, Stackpath, Fastly, Leaseweb, Cloudfront and Verizon are deeply integrated with the 
Jet-Stream Platform. Our platform acts as an origin to these CDNs. We completely control the CDNs. They act as a logical node 
within our pool of delivery resources. We can flush caches, we can hot pre-fill caches, we manage access control and we process 
their access logs for our analytics service. We dynamically and actively load balance individual viewers over the CDNs.

Integrated streaming performance monitoring
Regular CDN performance measurement platforms require you to buy their services. They require you to use their trackers, which 
is not GDPR compliant. And do they really measure streaming performance, or just website performance? Jet-Stream operates 
a global network of streaming performance agents. They permanently measure the performance of actual streams from various 
CDNs across the world. If a CDN has a degraded streaming performance in a specific region, it is instantly taken out of the active 
pool for a minute. This way, Jet-Stream guarantees global performance to its customers. You don’t need to purchase third party 
performance services and you don’t need to build performance trackers into your player. It’s part of our service. 

Active load balancing, intelligent algorithm
Most streaming platforms and CDNs rely on passive DNS to geo load balance traffic. They assume that DNS operators respect 
their 1 minute TTL. In reality, it can take hours before users are sent away from affected caches. DNS sucks at this, it was never 
meant for this purpose. Jet-Stream Load Balancing is an active engine, powered by a unique algorithm. Each individual request is 
personally analysed upon over 15 parameters including availability, performance, proximity, price and access rights. Within one 
millisecond, each user is sent to the most optimal node. The effect: much higher uptime, much better performance, and better cost 
control. We call this Broadcast Grade technology.

under the hood



Self support

The easiest web interface
All the powerful features of the Jet-Stream Platform are available through our web-based portal. We used our experience and 
customer feedback to bring you the easiest interface, even for very complicated tasks. Do it yourself.

Great documentation
Our manuals provide you with detailed explanation of all features. We offer quick start guides for live encoding and for VOD 
streaming, with encoding setting tips. Our API documentation is very detailed. 



Expert consulting
Rely on our unique 25 years experience with streaming media. We can help you to calculate your streaming business case. We 
can help you finetune the architecture and workflow to perfectly fit your use case. We supported hundreds customers per year to 
successfully launch their streaming operation. Streaming is in our DNA. 

Free setup and migration support
Our experts are here to help you to setup your workflow and to migrate to our platform. We’ve helped many customers to succes-
fully switch to the Jet-Stream platform. We made migration very easy. One hour of setup and migration support is included for free 
with every contract, to get you up and running. 

8.5 Customer satisfaction for support
Call us for technical support during EU business hours. Our formal response time is one business day. We usually try to respond 
within the hour. You get direct access to senior engineers who help you with encoding, transcoding, platform tips, publishing and 
migration. Business hours support is available as priority packages, and just by the ticket.

Exclusive support
Broadcasting is a 24/7 service. Uptime and performance are critical. We offer 24/7 exclusive support with direct access to senior 
engineers who respond within the hour to help solve your issue. 

Live event hot standby support
Live streams of events are critical. We are here to help. If you are producing an important event: always inform us in time, so we 
are ready to support immediately. We advise you on the ideal configuration for live encoding and how to publish your live webcast. 
We test the entire chain from your encoders, the connections, and our platform, down to the video player in your portal. We can 
tune your specific account configuration for optimal performance. During your mission critical event, our senior engineers are 
available to monitor your streams and to interact with your team on the ground.

Expert support
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Jet-Stream.com | We Deliver.

Contact us.

Free demo account.

info@jet-stream.com

jet-stream.com/pricing/pricing-free-trial/

https://Jet-Stream.com
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